
Linguistics 274, Homework 1
Due: 3 February 2010

23 January 2010

1 Assignment

The file word_suffixes contains frequency counts from CELEX (Baayen et al., 1995) for all
suffixes of English word lemmas constructible from 17 English phonemes which are of length
2 or less.

� Define a small set of feature functions (no more than in the neighborhood of 20) on the
basis of generalizations you see in the data and write a script to automatically extract
the outputs of these feature functions for each form in the frequency database.

� Fit a maximum-likelihood log-linear model from this output. Inspect the feature
weights and the predictive distribution. What conclusions can you draw from the
results?

� Introduce a Gaussian prior and fit a new log-linear model using MAP estimation. How
do the feature weighs and the predictive distribution change?

� Based on any limitations you may see from the results of your first model, add new
feature functions, refit the model, and discuss the changes you see between the simpler
and more complex models.

2 MegaM How-To guide

I have distributed to you a modified version of Hal Daumé’s MegaM software for fitting
log-linear (a.k.a. maximum-entropy models). These models fit conditional probability distri-
butions P (Y |X) with the form

P (Y = yi|X = x) =
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where each fj is a feature function mapping the pair 〈x, yi of input x and hidden-class
response yi to a real number The software supports maximum-likelihood and Bayesian MAP
estimation of the model parameters βj, using Gaussian priors.

The basic way you’re going to want to call this software is with the following command:

> megam.opt -explicit -fvals -nobias multiclass <input_filename>

where the training-data file <input_filename> contains one training-set instance per line.
Each line starts with an output-class specification followed a hash-delimited sequence of
sparse feature vectors, looking like the following:

i # f_11 r_11 ... f_1n1 r_1n1 # ... # f_m1 r_m1 ... f_mnm r_mnm

where i is the number of the output class, f_jk is the name of the k-th feature function whose
value is non-zero for the j-th response class, and r_jk is the value of f_jk for that instance.
There is a catch, however: if for some instance you do not specify any feature values for a
given class, MegaM will assume that that class is unavailable as a possible response for that
instance. To get around this, just specify a value of zero for some feature (it can even be a
dummy feature that doesn’t appear anywhere else; it won’t change the results). A simple
input file might thus look like this:

0 # a 1 # b 1 # dummy 0

1 # a 1 # a 1 # b 1

1 # a 1 # b 1 # a 1

2 # a 1 b 1 # b 1 # a 2

2 # a 1 b 1 # b 1 # a 2

This input file specifies a three-class problem where there are three feature functions—
a,b,dummy. The first two feature functions may be active (i.e. have non-zero values) for all
three classes. The dummy feature serves no purpose except as a place-holder indicating that
class 3 is available as a possible feature for the first instance.

By default, MegaM assumes a spherical Gaussian prior with precision τ ≡ 1
σ2 = 1. If

you train a model using this default prior via the command above, you should get the MAP
parameter estimates:

a 0.73190522193908691406

b -0.23994573950767517090

MegaM calls the precision parameter “lambda” rather than “tau”, and the command-line
parameter to adjust the precision of the prior -lambda K, which sets the precision to K. To
train a model using maximum-likelihood estimation, set the precision of the prior to zero
(that is equivalent to giving the prior infinite variance) using this option:

> megam.opt -lambda 0 -explicit -fvals -nobias multiclass

<input_filename> > weights
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(The > weights) suffix redirects the estimated parameter weights to a new file called weights.)
This command should put the following ML parameter estimates:

a 0.73190522193908691406

b -0.23994573950767517090

I have introduced a rather superficial modification that allows much faster reading of
input files that have many instances where the conditioning random variable X is the same.
This option is -samefeat, and when it is included in the invocation of MegaM, a line on the
input file that has no feature vector specification will have the feature vector specification
copied over from the previous line. For example, the following input file contents would be
equivalent to the previous contents when samefeat is specified:

0 # a 1 # b 1 # dummy 0

1 # a 1 # a 1 # b 1

1 # a 1 # b 1 # a 1

2 # a 1 b 1 # b 1 # a 2

2

In the particular case of our homework assignment, where we’re trying to learn uncondi-
tional probability distributions of the form P (Y ), the feature vector will be the same for all
instances. In these cases, it will dramatically speed training time to put the feature vector in
explicitly only on the first line of the input file and relying on -samefeat for all subsequent
lines.

To look at the predictive distribution from the MAP estimate, call MegaM with the
-predict <weight_file> option:

> megam.opt -samefeat -explicit -fvals -predict <weight_file> multiclass \

<input_filename>

If you use the MLE-estimated weights in this call and give the training-set file as the
input file for prediction, you should get the following output:

0 0.73949975031254744362 0.24389340542259144162 0.01660684426486126741

0 0.42921980101999407387 0.42921980101999407387 0.14156039796001163023

0 0.42921980101999407387 0.14156039796001163023 0.42921980101999407387

2 0.24663843286944195365 0.00553872539194387621 0.74782284173861435228

2 0.24663843286944195365 0.00553872539194387621 0.74782284173861435228

Each line of output specifies (i) the predicted outcome class (i.e. the one with maximum
posterior probability, with ties broken by precedence in index number), followed by (ii) the
estimated probability P (Y = yi|X = x) for each class given the feature-vector representations
corresponding to the instance’s input x paired with each possible output class. (Note that
the first field of the input file is ignored when doing prediction.)

For our phonotactics problem, since each instance has the same (effectively null) input
x, you only really need to give a one-line input when doing prediction.
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